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Abstract 

Many business domains are currently characterized by a move from an asset-orientation 
to a service-orientation: customers recognize that business value is not in owning assets, 
but in using the services offered by assets (which they do not need to own). This creates 
service-dominant business markets. The not-so-physical characteristics of these markets 
give rise to high levels of dynamism. This places high demands on the agility of service 
providers operating in these markets. These providers find their agility, however, heavily 
constrained by the business and IT platforms they use to deliver their services. 

This paper proposes the BASE/X framework for agility in service-dominant business, which 
has been developed in the CoProFind project, a strategic collaboration between Eindhoven 
University of Technology and De Lage Landen International B.V. This framework makes 
two fundamental distinctions in the setup of a service-dominant business environment. 
Firstly, the framework separates two concepts in business conception: business strategy 
and business models. Business strategy is linked to the identity of an organization and 
hence is relatively stable in time. Business models specify the operation in the here and 
now of changing markets, and hence change frequently. Secondly, the framework 
separates two concepts in business implementation: service capabilities and service 
offerings. Service capabilities are relatively stable in time as they are based on the 
resources of an organization (both human and non-human). Service offerings change over 
time – they revolve with market dynamics as operationalization of network-centric 
business models of a provider. The framework provides a basis for structural agility by on 
the one hand coupling the stable elements to each other and on the other hand the fluid 
elements. 

The concepts of BASE/X are combined in a service-dominant business structure that 
provides an operationalization of the framework. As this is a structure with stable outer 
layers and flexible inner layers, we call this the business sandwich model. Applying this 
sandwich model to the way business is organized thoroughly changes the traditional way 
of thinking in terms of decision horizons where it comes to implementing agility. 

The business sandwich model describes the business view on agility. To enable automated 
support of agile business, the sandwich is mapped to an information system stack. This 
mapping how the business is connected to automated business applications at each of the 
layers of the sandwich. The information system stack is in its turn mapped to an 
infrastructure stack, which describes the basic IT platforms that form the implementation 
basis for the business applications. 

The BASE/X framework described in this document is a structure for the development of 
new service-dominant business:  business strategy, business models, their 
operationalization in service compositions, business services, and their implementation in 
state-of-the-art automated service management platforms. To aid in the use of this 
structure, the framework embeds tools that are tailored to business design in a service-
dominant context. Application of the framework and its tools lead to well-structured 
management of the complexity of service-dominant business and short time-to-market of 
new business models. The approach is illustrated by a case study of an advanced travel 
industry service orchestrator. 
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1 Introduction: 
agile, service-dominant business networks 

In this introduction, we set the scene for the rest of this document. First, we discuss the 
rise of the service-dominant (SD) business paradigm. This business paradigm implies a high 
level of agility from business models. Next, we discuss the rise of dynamic business 
networks that are required for the realization of solution-oriented, service-dominant 
business. Then, we explain how this document contributes to the implementation of the 
SD paradigm in such a way, that a high level of agility is reached in a complex business 
environment without putting structure at risk. This BASE/X1 approach is centered on the 
concept of a layered structure that we call the service-dominant business sandwich. We 
end this introduction with an outline of the structure of this document and the running 
case we use to illustrate concepts and techniques throughout the document. 

1.1 The rise of the service-dominant business paradigm 

Many business domains are currently characterized by a move from an asset-orientation 
to a service-orientation. This means that customers recognize that business value is not in 
owning assets, but in using the services offered by assets (which they do not need to own). 
Examples can easily be found in a wide spectrum of domains. In the goods logistics 
domain, a focus on physical transportation vehicles is being replaced by a focus on logical 
transportation services. In the personal mobility domain, a focus on providing cars (e.g., in 
lease constructs) is replaced by services that enable users to arrive at the right place at the 
right time. In the entertainment industry, a focus on physical entertainment carriers (such 
as CDs and DVDs) is replaced by compound services that offer ubiquitous entertainment 
experiences. A last but certainly not least example can be found in the IT industry, where 
physical computing assets (such as server parks) are being replaced by virtualized server 
facilities (a development commonly known as Cloud Computing [Arm09]). In all these 
examples, the value is not in owning the asset, but in using it – referred to as value-in-use. 
As such, given a business problem, owning an asset is typically more means-oriented, 
where a value-in-use is more solution-oriented. 

Business in which service-orientation is the basis for full operation is termed service-
dominant business. Service-orientation means taking services as the basic mechanism for 
interaction. We define the service-dominant business paradigm as follows: 

The service-dominant business paradigm is the style of defining and implementing 
business models such that the following three characteristics apply: 
(1) value-in-use is the main entity that is exchanged (traded), 
(2) this value-in-use is encapsulated in a set of services, and 
(3) these services are offered to a market through a service delivery mechanism. 

                                                        
1
 BASE/X is the acronym for Business Agility through Service Engineering in a Cross-Organizational Setting 
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As such, the service-dominant business paradigm is a way of thinking about doing business 
that uses the service-oriented paradigm as an underlying way of thinking about delivering 
business value. In other words: where the service-oriented paradigm is mainly about 
operations (how to do things, often related to information technology such as Web 
services [Alon04]), the service-dominant business paradigm adds thinking about business 
(why to do things, related to market dynamics). 

1.2 Agility in service-dominant business 

The service-dominant business paradigm can replace the traditional asset-dominant 
business paradigm in many situations2. The asset-dominant paradigm implies relatively 
stable markets, as business models are at least partly dictated by ownership and 
whereabouts of physical assets – and the need to change these two characteristics in the 
enactment of business processes. The fact that physical assets are not so easy to acquire 
and relocate makes business relatively slow. In service-dominant business, however, not 
the asset but its use is traded, eliminating the need for ownership exchange and often also 
the need for relocation of the asset because of the ownership exchange. These not-so-
physical trading characteristics of service-dominant business create highly dynamic 
markets: service consumers expect providers to swiftly react (or even pro-act) to new 
developments. These markets therefore place high demands on the agility of their service 
providers. Where in traditional markets, providers might have years to react to changes in 
these markets, in service-dominant markets, this reaction time may be reduced to months, 
weeks or even days only. 

However, service providers in these dynamic markets often find their agility heavily 
constrained by the limitations of the automated platforms they use to deliver these 
services. This especially is problematic, as increasing dynamism in a market typically 
requires higher levels of efficiency in dealing with changes. These higher levels of 
efficiency require higher level of automation, which obviously are strongly dependent on 
the capabilities of the automated platforms available. 

1.3 The rise of dynamic business networks 

Above, we have seen that service-dominant markets require high levels of agility from the 
players in these markets, i.e., these players must be able to adapt dynamically to changes 
in these markets. A way to deal with this high level of dynamism is to not see the services 
delivered as monoliths that are completely produced in-house, but as flexible 
compositions of sub-services, part of which are produced in-house and part of which are 
produced by third parties in the market (which become partners for this reason). In other 
words, players in service-dominant markets typically engage into dynamic business 
networks in which parts of offered services can be delivered by business partners. These 
networks evolve as market conditions evolve. Examples of this relationship are: new 
requirements to a value-in-use in a market may lead to the inclusion of a new service 
provider into a network that can help meet these requirements; an emphasis shift in a 

                                                        
2
 In some situations, the service-dominant paradigm may augment the asset-dominant paradigm, thereby creating 

two lines of business - this line of thinking is further discussed in Section 12.2. 
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market from quality to price of a value-in-use may lead to the replacement of a high-
quality service provider by a high-efficiency service provider. 

Apart from the agility requirement discussed, we also see the trend from individual 
services to complete solutions. Where services provide consumers of those services with 
some specific value-in-use that contributes to the operation of those consumers, solutions 
provide consumers (users) with a value-in-use that solves a problem for them in an 
integrated way. As such, a solution consists of an integrated set of services. As problems to 
be solved get more and more complex in the modern economy, their solutions become 
more and more complex too. Hence, in many situations, not all services in a solution can 
be delivered by a single provider. This leads to necessity to have services provided by 
multiple providers, and hence to the creation of service networks. Where problems evolve 
in markets, so do solutions, and service networks become dynamic service networks. 

Finally, we see the emergence of multi-sided business models [McKin12] that often have a 
service-dominant character. Multi-sided business models generate multiple revenue 
streams through collaboration with several classes of partners (may rely on multiple, 
interrelated supply chains, in traditional speak). The collaboration with multiple classes of 
partners gives rise to complex business networks – combined with service-dominance, this 
can give rise to dynamic business networks. 

Concluding, we observe the rise of dynamic business networks for a number of main 
reasons: to deal with the agility of service-dominant business, to deal with the complexity 
of solution-oriented business, and to deal with multi-sided business models. 

1.4 Contribution of this document 

This paper proposes the BASE/X framework for agility in service-dominant business that 
explicitly addresses the issues outlined above. The framework does so by making two 
fundamental distinctions in the setup of a service-dominant business environment: 

 Firstly, BASE/X separates two concepts in business conception: business strategy and 
business models. Business strategy is linked to the identity of an organization and 
hence is relatively stable in time. Business models specify the operation in the ‘here 
and now’ of dynamic markets, and hence have to be changed (or replaced) frequently. 
The two concepts are therefore fundamentally different, but are explicitly linked. 

 Secondly, BASE/X separates two concepts in business implementation: service 
capabilities and service offerings. Service capabilities are relatively stable in time – 
they evolve with the identity of a provider as defined by its business strategy in the 
context of business networks. Service offerings are fluid in time – they revolve with 
market dynamics as operationalization of network-centric business models of a 
provider. Also here, the two concepts are fundamentally different, but explicitly 
connected. 

The framework provides a basis for structural agility in service-dominant business by 
arranging the above four concepts in a novel way: 

 On the one hand, the stable concepts from business conception and business 
implementation are coupled to each other and on the other hand, the dynamic 
concepts are coupled to each other. The concepts are operationalized as elements in a 
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novel service-dominant business framework called the sandwich model, in which the 
dynamic elements are sandwiched in between the stable elements. This sandwich 
model thoroughly changes the traditional way of thinking in terms of decision horizons 
and business agility. 

The developed model is linked to automated support in a clearly structured way. In doing 
so, each of the four concepts above is mapped to classes of information systems (including 
but not limited to automated applications). These classes are again related to automated 
platforms, i.e., general-purpose systems that support specific applications. 

The BASE-X framework integrates business engineering with information systems 
engineering in a clear structure that allows for separation of concerns to deal with the 
inherent complexity of modern, service-dominant business. As such, the BASE-X 
framework can be seen as a contemporary, service-dominant operationalization of 
strategic business-IT alignment models (such as the well-known model by Henderson and 
Venkatraman [Hend93]). BASE-X is an operationalization because it covers a description of 
a way of working including a unified tool set used in this way of working. 

1.5 Structure of this document 

The structure of this document is as follows. In Chapter 2, we discuss how we move from a 
traditional pyramid of decision making dynamics in a business environment to a new 
pyramid. This pyramid is the basis for our service-dominant business sandwich model, 
which we discuss in Chapter 3. In the next four chapters, we pay more attention to the 
four main parts of this model. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the bread of the sandwich, i.e., the 
stable part of the sandwich model. Chapters 6 and 7 discuss the filling of the sandwich, i.e., 
the part of the sandwich model that can follow market movements in an agile way. 
Chapters 8 and 9 add information system and platform support to the four-layer model. 
We conclude the main text of this document in Chapter 10. The appendices to this 
document further elaborate some of the elements. 

1.6 Running case: TraXP 

The concepts in this document are illustrated by a running case from the travel industry: 
TraXP. TraXP is a service-dominant spin-off of a major player in the international travel 
market. TraXP will offer the complete Travel eXPerience (hence their name) in both the 
B2C and B2B travel markets. Their working slogan is: ‘TraXP does not support a trip but a 
traveler’. In the travel market, TraXP compares to companies like Expedia3 and 
Booking.com4, like in the music market, Spotify5 compares to companies like Apple’s 
iTunes music store6 and Amazon7 (at least in their original setup, as business models are 
changing continuously). 

                                                        
3
 See www.expedia.com  

4
 See www.booking.com  

5
 See www.spotify.com  

6
 See www.apple.com/itunes  

http://www.expedia.com/
http://www.booking.com/
http://www.spotify.com/
http://www.apple.com/itunes
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The high-level business vision of TraXP is shown in Figure 1. They realize that the travel 
market is a very dynamic market, in which offerings change fast. Therefore, the mission of 
TraXP is to realize their vision in a highly agile way. 

 

Figure 1: TraXP vision 

                                                                                                                                                                   
7
 See www.amazon.com  

• Offer a seamless, complete travel 
experience to various customer groups

• Base that on advanced customer 
profiles that record preferences

• Use a broad spectrum of travel services 
that can be flexibly combined

• Execute the combinations in a highly 
networked, real-time fashion

• Be the central orchestrator in these 
networks

http://www.amazon.com/
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2 The conceptual background: 
from an old to a new pyramid 

In this chapter, we move from a traditional way of looking at decision horizons in business 
design and operation to a new way of looking at these horizons that is more suitable for a 
service-dominant world. We present both approaches in the well-accepted form of 
decision pyramids that span the strategy to operations spectrum. 

2.1 The old pyramid 

In this section, we take a look at a well-known pyramid that distinguishes three levels in 
business decision making. This pyramid has been used for decades in asset-dominant 
business, but creates problems in a service-dominant business. Below, we first explain the 
structure of the pyramid. Then, we discuss its problems. 

2.1.1 The layers in the pyramid 

A traditional way of looking at layered decision horizons in business management is shown 
in Figure 2. Here, we see the well-known separation of decision making into strategic 
decision making, tactical decision making, and operational decision making. 

 

Figure 2: the old pyramid 

Strategic decision making is aimed at long-term issues, typically with a horizon in terms of 
years. In strategic decision making, large investments are considered, such as the creation 
or acquisition of new physical business infrastructures. The definition of new business 
models is typically also considered at this layer – in traditional contexts, business models 
do not change very often. It sets the context for tactical decision making. 

Tactical decision making aims at medium-term issues, typically with a horizon in terms of 
weeks or months. In this layer, setting the parameters for deployment of business 
infrastructures is considered. Also, parameterization of business models (the conception of 

• StrategyS

• TacticsT

• OperationsO
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which has takes place at the strategic level) takes place at this level. Tactical decision 
making sets the context for operational decision making. 

Operational decision making aims at day-to-day business operation, typically with a 
horizon of hours (or even shorter) to days or weeks (depending on the business domain). 
Here, individual customer orders are taken into consideration. 

2.1.2 Problems in using the old pyramid 

In modern-day economy, this traditional pyramid faces a number of challenges that often 
lead to problems. 

Firstly, we see that the frequency of strategic and tactic decision making increases. This is 
caused by the fact that business markets change at an increasing pace that is fueled by 
new technologies, global competition, more customer demands, etcetera. This 
development  ‘pushes down’ issues at the strategic and tactic levels in the pyramid: from a 
decision-making point of view, part of strategic decision making becomes tactic and part of 
tactic becomes operational. Long-term strategic decision making remains only at a high 
level of abstraction. Operational decision making becomes more and more automated. 

Secondly, we see that strategic and tactic decisions have to become more and more 
flexible in their content nature to reflect swiftly changing market environments. Hence, 
these decisions may not match the possibilities offered in the operational layer: we are 
dealing with legacy structures in business that are based on historically taken decisions at 
the strategic and tactic levels. Operations are not able to change "on demand" and 
therefore they slow down the company in development. 

Thirdly, the traditional pyramid is not tuned to the service-dominant business paradigm, 
which is the basis of modern business thinking. Using the service-dominant business 
paradigm means thinking in terms of delivering business services instead of delivering 
business products. The primary focus in service-dominant business is on composing usable 
functionality (which may be delivered by business products) rather than on constructing 
business products themselves (the functionality of which may be used). Bringing service-
dominant business to the asset-oriented business world, the emphasis completely shifts 
from (physical) business assets to the value-in-use of these assets. 

2.1.3 Navigating the old pyramid 

Given the problems discussed above, one may consider how to take decisions in the old 
pyramid, i.e., how to navigate its layers to deal with these problems. Putting things black 
and white, we can see two alternative approaches: top-down and bottom-up (as 
illustrated in Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: traversing the old pyramid 

In the traditional approach of structured design, one goes from requirements to 
implementation, i.e., strictly top-down from strategy to operations in the pyramid. Given 
the complexity of modern business operation, however, this process takes long. This 
creates an imminent danger of rigidity in business design. 

As a reaction to this, many organizations resort to strict bottom-up design, i.e., thinking 
from small capabilities at the operational layer into new possibilities at the strategic layer. 
Given the fact that operations are often quite diverse and silo-oriented, this process can 
lead to either disconnected business or many one-to-one business interfaces. In other 
words, this creates an imminent danger of chaos in business design. 

So one can conclude that ‘the truth is somewhere in the middle’. Working in a structured 
way with this new truth requires a new pyramid. We introduce this pyramid below. 

2.2 A new pyramid 

Above, we have seen that the traditional view on business decision making (organized into 
the three-layer pyramid) leads to a number of problems in modern-day, service-dominant 
business management (i.e., the design and operation of service-dominant business 
models). These problems pose challenges for the design of business in this modern 
context. To attack these challenges, we propose a new four-layer business pyramid that is 
specifically designed for agile, service-dominant business. 

2.2.1 The layers in the pyramid 

The pyramid is shown in Figure 4. In this pyramid, we have introduced a new layer (in 
between the traditional strategic and tactic layers) that captures a blend of strategic and 
tactic decision making. Further, we have specialized all layers towards the service-
dominant (SD) business paradigm, i.e., made the SD concept explicit in them. 
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Figure 4: the new pyramid 

The service-dominant business strategy layer contains decision making with respect to 
long-term business strategy, i.e., it defines the identity of a business organization in terms 
of the high-level services the organization delivers to its context (including but not limited 
to its market). 

The service-dominant business models layer contains decision making with respect to the 
medium-term business course, which is expressed in business models defined in terms of 
services. Note that business strategy and business model are essentially different 
concepts: a business model is derived from a business strategy by making a set of choices 
[Shaf05]. Making different sets of choices, multiple business models can be derived from a 
single business strategy. We revisit this relation later in this document in more detail. 

The service compositions layer contains decision making with respect to the 
implementation of business models. A business model is implemented by composing a 
number of services from the business services layer. The service compositions implement 
the high-level services that are offered to a market and that are used to exchange value-in-
use (as defined in Section 1.1). In other words, the service compositions define the service-
oriented, operational business offerings. 

The business services layer contains the set of elementary services a business organization 
can perform, i.e., the service-oriented encapsulation of its core business capabilities (also 
referred to as business competences). 

Summarizing, we can state that the new pyramid coupled two kinds of engineering (as 
shown in Figure 5): business engineering in its top half (about the what of service-
dominant business) and operations engineering (about the how of service-dominant 
business) in its bottom half. 

• SD business
strategyS
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Figure 5: two kinds of engineering in the pyramid 

2.2.2 Decoupling decision cycles 

Given the layers in the new pyramid, two kinds of decision making about new business 
design can be decoupled, as illustrated in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: two forms of business design in the new pyramid 

On the one hand (shown in the left side of the figure), the long-term strategy is the basis 
for the design of the set of elementary services in the business services layer – the 
strategic business design. As these elementary services are based on the core capabilities 
of an organization (and hence on its infrastructure in human and non-human resources), 
they should evolve rather than revolve, based on the organizational identity defined in the 
strategy. 

On the other hand (shown in the right side of the figure), there is the design of new 
business models and their service compositions, which should follow the dynamism of 
market contexts. These business models are based both on the strategy (top-down 
decision making) and on the possibilities of business services (bottom-up decision making). 
In other words: new business models are designed by matching business interest and 
relevance (we call this desirability) on the one hand and practical business possibility (we 
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call this feasibility) on the other hand. This means that common ground has to be found 
between what an organization wants to achieve and what it actually can achieve. Focusing 
too much on desirability can lead to designing castles in the sky. Focusing too much on 
feasibility can lead to sub-optimal performance, i.e., mediocrity in a market. Business 
feasibility can be greatly increased by including business services offered by external 
parties into possible service compositions – we address this issue in more detail in the 
sequel of this document. 

We can represent the above approach in two decoupled business design cycles (illustrated 
in Figure 7): a strategic design cycle going through the business strategy and the business 
service layers, and a tactical design cycle going through the business model and the service 
composition layers. The two design cycles are synchronized by two confrontation points: a 
confrontation of goals between business strategy and business models (about the ‘what’ 
of business), and a confrontation of means between the service compositions and the 
business services (about the ‘how’ of business). 

 

Figure 7: strategic and tactical design cycles in the new pyramid model 

The strategic business design loop has a relatively low frequency, but contains decisions 
with a relatively high impact: they are long-term and may relate to large investments. The 
tactical design loop has a relatively high frequency, but contains decisions with a relatively 
low impact: they are medium-term and typically do not require large investments. 

2.2.3 Practical business design sequences 

Above, we have seen how we can (and even need) decouple strategic from tactical 
business design (see Figure 7). The question now is what the practical order of design is to 
arrive at business models and their implementation in business compositions – as here the 
value is from the service-dominant perspective of thinking. Therefore, we here 
concentrate on how to proceed in tactical design once its context in strategic design has 
been set. In other words: given the fact that we have a stable strategy layer and a stable 
business services layer, we explore how business models and service compositions can 
come into existence by navigating the two middle layers of our pyramid. The purpose of 
this section is to provide a complete overview of design sequences. The applicability of 
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each of the approaches depends on a specific business context (both the kind of business 
and the stage of SD business development an organization is in). 

We can analyze the set of design sequences in a well-structured way by observing that 
business design can in principle start by thinking from any of the four layers in the 
pyramid. We can start thinking from one of the two stable layers to arrive at new 
temporary models (structurally deducing the new from the existing, so to say), or we can 
start designing new models in one of the two flexible layers more freely and then massage 
them towards the stable layers (converging the new to the existing, so to say). 

As observed, we can start designing from any of the four layers of the pyramid, so we have 
four possible design sequences. Each sequence is related to a specific design goal, as we 
will see a bit later. The four design sequences are shown in Figure 8. Each of the four 
sequences is rooted, though, in either the strategy or the services layer, as these are the 
stable layers of the pyramid. Therefore, the sequences are labeled as two pairs of two 
variations. We explain these four sequences below. 

 

Figure 8: four practical sequences for business design 

Strategy-based, top-down: This sequence is rooted in and starts business design from the 
strategy layer. This sequence is identity-oriented: it starts from the identity of a 
business organization in a market. In the first step, it derives new business models from 
a strategy (e.g., triggered by the fact that the strategy has evolved). In the second step, 
identified business models are translated to their operationalization by deriving the 
service compositions. This means confronting the requirements of the business models 
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with the capabilities of the business services – hence, the confrontation is in the service 
composition layer (does the what indeed map correctly to the how?). 

Strategy-based, bottom-up: This sequence is rooted in the strategy layer, but starts from 
the business model layer. It is goal-oriented. In the first step, it tries to find new 
business models (goals) and consolidate these models in the strategy layer (where 
conflicts may trigger thinking about evolution of the strategy). In the second step, 
consolidated business models are translated to their operationalization in service 
compositions, which implies a confrontation in the service composition layer. 

Service-based, top-down: This sequence is rooted in the business service layer, but starts 
from the service composition layer. It is operations-oriented, as the focus is on how to 
sequence business capabilities: it identifies new possibilities for service composition 
(e.g., by transforming existing compositions in a structured way to test for new ideas). 
In the first step, compositions are mapped to the business service layer. In the second 
step, compositions are mapped to business models, which are checked with the 
strategy layer for desirability in the context of strategy and identity of the organization. 
Hence, confrontation takes place at the business model layer (does the how indeed 
map correctly to the what?). 

Service-based, bottom-up: This sequence is rooted in and starts from the business service 
layer – hence this sequence is capability-oriented. In the first step, business services are 
combined into possibly interesting service compositions – this is thus a bottom-up 
process. Making combinations can be performed free-form, or by going structurally 
through a service catalog (we discuss service catalogs in Section 5.6). The service 
compositions are mapped to business models, which are checked with the strategy 
layer. Confrontation takes place at the business model layer. 

As one can observe from the above descriptions of the sequences, the first step in any 
sequence is always the creative step. In this step, new models are designed with few 
constraints. The second step is always the engineering step: here, a confrontation of two 
layers takes place (confronting the how with the what or vice versa) to assess the 
desirability (how to what) or feasibility (what to how) of a business design. Note that the 
layer identified for a confrontation is one of the two dynamic layers of the pyramid – these 
two confrontation layers coincide with the ‘inner ends’ (pointing to the tactical design 
cycle) of the two confrontation arrows in Figure 7. 

The use of a specific design sequence is chosen depending on the goal of the business 
(re)design. In practice, several design sequences may need to be used in an iterative, 
interleaved way to keep external (with a market) and internal (between strategy and 
capabilities) alignment of business. An overview of the main characteristics of the four 
design sequences is given in Table 1. 
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Sequence 
(root, 

direction) 
Orientation Goal Start Confrontation Activity 

Strategy-
based, 
top-down 

Identity 
Alignment of 
business with 
strategy 

Strategy 
layer 

Service 
composition 
layer 

Structural 
deduction 

Strategy-
based, 
bottom-up 

Goal 
Exploration of 
new business 
opportunities 

Business 
model layer 

Service 
composition 
layer 

Organized 
idea 
creation 

Service-
based, 
top-down 

Operations 
Exploration of 
new business 
configurations 

Service 
composition 
layer 

Business 
model layer 

Organized 
idea 
creation 

Service-
based, 
bottom-up 

Capabilities 
Alignment of 
business with 
capabilities 

Business 
service 
layer 

Business 
model layer 

Structural 
compo-
sition 

Table 1: overview of business design sequences 

Note that the four design sequences are in fact ways to align business and organization 
capabilities (offered as services, which may again encapsulate assets – see Section 1.1). As 
such, we can see this as a business-resources alignment approach, in some ways 
comparable to more traditional ways of business-IT alignment (see e.g. [Hend93]). 

2.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have observed that the traditional three-layer pyramid (strategy, 
tactics, operations) does not provide the right structure for agile, service-dominant 
business design. We have therefore replaced this pyramid with a new, four-layer pyramid 
which is centered at services thinking. We have shown how business design can actually 
navigate the pyramid. 

The new pyramid has remained abstract, however, in this chapter: the layers of the 
pyramid are black boxes. To operationalize the business design approach based on the 
pyramid, we have to open the black boxes and see what is inside. To do this, we transform 
the pyramid into a service-dominant business sandwich model in the next chapter. 
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3 The main structure: 
the service-dominant business sandwich 

In the previous chapter, we have constructed a new decision pyramid for a service-
dominant world, consisting of four layers. We have shown that the top and bottom layers 
of this pyramid relate to stable structures: respectively the identity and the core 
capabilities of an organization. In between the two stable layers, we identified two layers 
that relate to changeable, i.e., agile structures that define and implement the external 
business offerings: business models and service compositions. This structure resembles a 
sandwich, consisting of two slices of bread with a selection of two fillings in between (see 
Figure 9). Hence, we paraphrase this conceptual business structure as the service-
dominant business sandwich. 

 

Figure 9: illustration of the service-dominant business sandwich 

In this chapter, we take a closer look at this sandwich. We distinguish between the build-
time view, focusing on decisions with respect to the contents of the four layers, and the 
run-time view, focusing on executing business using the four layers. The build-time view is 
related to the business design cycles and sequences we have discussed in the previous 
chapter (see Section 2.2.2). After this chapter, we discuss further details of the four stable 
respectively agile layers in the next chapters. 

Note that the concepts of build-time view and run-time view refer to aspects of the 
business life cycle (as illustrated in Figure 7). They do not refer to sequential time periods. 
In an agile, service-based environment, design and modification of the service structure 
will generally be performed in parallel with the enactment (execution) of this service 
structure.  

3.1 The build-time view 

The build-time view of the service-dominant business sandwich concentrates on designing 
and defining the contents of the four layers of the sandwich (as discussed in Section 2.2). 
The build-time view of the sandwich is illustrated in Figure 10. The stack ‘in the boxes’ 

two stable layers:
top and bottom

slices of bread

two agile layers:
the fillings
(in this case
cheese/tomato +
turkey/lettuce)

just for decoration
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indicates a business organization. Outside the ‘boxed stack’, there are external entities 
(shown in the right of the figure). 

 

Figure 10: service-dominant business sandwich – build-time view 

Below, we discuss each of the four boxed layers in detail. After that, we pay attention to 
the role of the external entities shown in Figure 10. 

3.1.1 Business strategy 

The overall starting point in the build-time view is the business strategy definition. This 
means that in defining a service-dominant business sandwich from scratch, the strategy 
layer is the point to take off. Once a sandwich exists and we want to modify it, several 
alternative approaches can be used (as discussed in Section 2.2.3). 

Defining a business strategy can be a greenfield exercise, for example when setting up a 
completely new business organization. More often, however, it is a redefinition or 
reorientation of an existing strategy. 

The strategy defines the identity of a business organization. Therefore, one organization 
has one strategy. Note that the definition of ‘organization’ depends on the scoping of the 
business view: in case of organizations with an explicit hierarchical structure (such as 
holdings), the ‘organization’ can be chosen at different levels of hierarchy. In case several 
strategies are identified for a single organization, we have a problem that requires a 
solution. A first possible cause of this problem can be that the organization consists of a 
number of unrelated parts and is therefore not a single coherent organization8. In this 
case, splitting up the organization should be considered. A second possible cause of the 
problem is that the strategy is not analyzed at the right level and hence business models 
are mistaken for strategies. In this case, the strategy discussion needs to be elevated to a 
higher level of abstraction. 

We discuss details of the service-dominant business strategy layer in Chapter 4. 

                                                        
8
 This may, for example, be the result of the fact that an organization has been developing along two or more 

divergent courses, for example keeping one part of the business in the asset-oriented paradigm and moving one 
part into the service-oriented paradigm. 
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3.1.2 Business services 

As the strategy defines the identity of an organization, it is the basis for the definition of its 
core capabilities in the business services layer. This is indicated by the arrow in the left-
hand side of Figure 10, which is the operationalization of the arrow in the left-hand side of 
Figure 6. 

Capabilities are seen as business services, i.e., encapsulated elemental modules of core 
business functionality. This means that they have a clear business-level interface9 to be 
used (invoked), that they are elements that can be combined in several configurations, 
and that they represent those competences of a business organization that define its 
essence. 

We discuss details of the business services layer in Chapter 5. 

3.1.3 Business models 

Below the strategy layer sits the business model layer. This layer contains one or more 
(typically more) service-dominant business models, which are context-dependent, 
specialized operationalizations of the strategy. They are context-dependent because their 
definition is based on a current business context in terms of (among other factors) 
customer group, geographic situation, availability of business partners, and time period. 
They are specialized from the strategy as they implement part of the strategy in a more 
specific way (as shown by the arrows in the figure, which are an operationalization of the 
arrow in the top right-hand side of Figure 6). They are operationalizations of the strategy 
as they are more concrete. 

A business model may be related to a business model of a (potential) collaborator (as 
shown in Figure 10 for the right-most business model). This relation is necessary because 
the desire to use an external service should – obviously – coincide with the desire of an 
external party to offer this service. If an internal business model is related to the business 
model of an external collaborator, this implies that one or more business services offered 
by that external collaborator are used in the internal service compositions. 

We discuss details of the business model layer in Chapter 6. 

3.1.4 Service compositions 

Between the business model and service layers sits the service composition layer. This 
layer contains one or more (typically more) service compositions, which are aggregations 
of a set of elementary services from the services layer plus possibly a set of external 
elementary services (as shown for the right-most composition in the figure). 

Each service composition is related to one specific business model: it forms the 
operationalization of that specific business model. A service composition completely 
defines the operation of a business model. Hence, if a composition would implement 

                                                        
9
 Note that this business-level interface defines the ways in which a service can be activated (invoked) and which 

information (invocation parameters) need to be passed to the service. At this level, this is completely independent 
from any implementation in information technology. 
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multiple business models, these models would be operationally exactly the same10. If a 
specific business model requires operational flexibility (various options with respect to the 
way it is executed), this flexibility is created by having flexibility inside its service 
composition, not by having alternative service compositions. 

We discuss details of service compositions in Chapter 7 – here we will also see that there 
are two main types of compositions, based on the nature of the business model involved. 

3.1.5 The network view 

Note that Figure 10 shows only a single external party (with one relevant business model 
and two services) for reasons of clarity. In practice, a business organization exists in a 
context of multiple (possibly a large number) of other organizations (external parties). 
Such a context can be called a service-dominant market. 

The relations between organizations in a service-dominant market at the strategy level are 
implicit: organizations define their strategies independently without taking explicit links 
between strategies into account. 

At the business model level, the relations between organizations in a market are explicit.  
A single internal business model of an organization can rely on a (potentially large) number 
of external business models in the business network. This is illustrated in Figure 11, which 
is the network-centric view of one of the models in the business model layer of Figure 10. 
In this figure, we see an internal business model that relies on eight external business 
models that are developed in the same market by other organizations. Note that the 
relations are explicit, but not operational: business models must match, but they are not 
executed (this happens in the service composition layer and the business service layer). 

     

Figure 11: SD market at the business model layer 

                                                        
10

 Obviously, one single business model can be marketed in various ways (e.g., using different commercial labels). 
This, however, is just a representation issue, not a business engineering issue. 

SD Market

BM
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Given a networked business model as illustrated in Figure 11, its service composition uses 
external business services from the same eight external parties of which the business 
models are coupled to the internal business model. This is illustrated in Figure 12, which is 
the network-centric view of one of the compositions in the service composition layer of 
Figure 10, plus the relevant services at the business service layer. Here we see that the 
service composition uses four internal services and one or more services from each of the 
eight external parties the business models of which are linked in the business layer. The 
links in this figure are explicit and operational (they need to ‘executed’ to make business 
work). 

 

Figure 12: SD market at the service composition and business services layers 

3.2 The run-time view 

The run-time view of the service-dominant business sandwich concentrates on the 
execution of service compositions and the generation of management information to the 
business model and strategy layers – this based on the design made in the build-time view 
as discussed in the previous section. The run-time view is shown in Figure 13. 

SD Market
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Figure 13: service-dominant business sandwich – run-time view 

The core of the run-time view is the service composition layer. Here, the actual business 
execution is controlled. Service compositions invoke sets of elementary business services, 
where these services can be internal or external. Where they are external, they are 
invoked in the context of a specific collaborator – this is indicated by boxes around the 
external services in the figure. Preferably, this specific collaborator is chosen in a dynamic 
way during run-time. This means that at build-time, only the characterization of possible 
collaborators is specified (that constrains the selection at run-time). The characterization is 
specified in terms of functional attributes (what business services must a collaborator 
provide) and of non-functional attributes (how are these business service provided in 
terms of quality of service). 

The execution of compositions generates management information, which is fed to the 
business model layer. This information can be used in two ways. In the first way, it is used 
as input for the build-time view. In the second way, it is used to feed management 
dashboards at the business model layer, where parameters can be chosen that influence 
the execution of the compositions. 

The business model layer in its turn generates management information for the strategy 
layer. This management information is used in the build-time view as input for the 
evolution of the service-dominant strategy. 

3.3 The concept model 

In this chapter, we have introduced the sandwich model, which contains a new way to 
look at the relations between concepts at different levels in agile service-dominant 
business. In this section, we become more precise about these relations by placing the 
major concepts into one concept model (a simplified class model in UML terms). This 
concept model is shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: concept model 

In the right-hand side of the concept model, we see the four main elements of the 
sandwich model: business strategy, business model, service composition, and business 
service. The concept model shows that one business strategy is related to multiple 
(denoted as n) business models11. This 1:n relation corresponds with the earlier made 
observation that a business model can be derived from a business strategy by making a set 
of choices [Shaf05] - each set of choices results in a different business model. Business 
models and service compositions have a 1:1 relation: one specific composition realizes one 
specific business model. A service composition uses multiple business services and a 
business service can be used in multiple compositions. Hence, compositions and services 
have an m:n relationship. The link between business strategy and business services is 
explicitly included (this link coincides with the left-hand side arrow in Figure 10). This 
relation is 1:n, as one strategy relies on a set of services, and one service is realized by one 
organization. 

In the top and left-hand side of the model, we have included organizational concepts: 
business organization, market, and business collaboration. A business organization is an 
autonomous entity that operates in a market according to its business strategy (so there is 

                                                        
11

 Note that this 1:n relation between business strategy and business models may appear the same as the concept 
of business model unbundling [Oste10]. This is not precisely the case, however. The relation between strategy and 
business models as described in this document advocates making a fundamental difference between a single long-
term strategy and multiple medium-term business models. The concept of unbundling advocates unraveling hybrid 
business models into multiple business models at the same level where it comes to business design. 
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a 1:1 relation here). A market is a collection of business organizations that may 
collaborate12, as discussed in Section 3.1.5. A market can include many organizations. A 
market may be completely conceptual (i.e., have no physical appearance), or it may be 
based on a physical central infrastructure (such as a central business broker). A business 
collaboration is the combination of a number of business models. Each business model can 
be part of multiple business collaborations, so this is an m:n relationship. Figure 11 shows 
an example of a business collaboration between 9 parties (the central party plus 8 external 
parties). 

Note that in an agile world, business collaborations are linked to business models, not to 
business strategies. This coincides with the observations we made about implicit and 
explicit relation in service-dominant markets (see Section 3.1.5). 

In the sequel of this document, we extend the concept model with further concepts to 
complete describe the domain of agile, service-dominant business. 

 

 

                                                        
12

 As such, a service-dominant market can be compared to collaborative networks [Cama10], collaborative business 
ecosystems and breeding environments for instant virtual enterprises [Meha10]. 
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4 The top sandwich slice: 
service-dominant business strategy 

In the previous chapter, we have constructed the service-dominant business sandwich and 
shown that it consists of the two ‘stable’ layers (the bread of the sandwich) and two agile 
layers (the fillings). In this chapter, we concentrate on details of the top slice of bread: the 
service dominant strategy layer. 

4.1 Service-dominant strategy concept 

The top slice of the SD business sandwich is the strategy layer. In this layer, the identity of 
an organization is defined, which is closely linked to its long-term mission. The strategy 
evolves over time because the context of the organization evolves. Strategy is coupled to 
the long-term position of a business organization in a market. 

The strategy does not change drastically to follow short- to medium-term movements in 
the market (this is handled by the business model layer). 

In this document, we focus on service-dominant business strategies. These SD strategies 
are in their essence different from non-SD strategies in two major aspects: 

1. The strategy is built around a mission that focuses on delivering value-in-use to the 
customers of the organizations, rather than focuses on assets that underlay the 
value-in-use. This value-in-use is of an abstract kind – it is operationalized into 
concrete value-in-use at the business model level (discussed in Section 0). 

2. The strategy is explicitly defined in the context of business networks, i.e., 
collaborations with business partners. In this collaboration, we find co-production 
relationships. This may mean that the boundaries blur between the roles of 
producer and consumer of services13, thus supporting co-creation. 

4.2 The service-dominant strategy canvas 

The design and specification of service-dominant business strategies is a field that is not 
yet well-developed in science or practice. We therefore use a design tool that is rooted in 
three well-established strategy approaches, based on respectively business competences 
[Hunt04], business resources [Hunt04], and industries or market relationships [Port80, 
Port85]. From these approaches, we take the elements relevant to service-orientation and 

                                                        
13

 The boundaries between the roles blur, but not the boundaries between the organizations, which are laid down 
in (dynamically established) contracts. The more dynamic the collaboration, the more explicit these contracts need 
to be, as there is less and less of an implicit, relational business structure. As dynamism increases, the number of 
contracts will increase. A more explicit nature of contracts implies more complex contracts. Both of these aspects 
increase the need for automated support for contract handling (both for establishing contracts, enacting them, and 
monitoring the enactment). 
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blend them into a new approach that is tailored to the SD world, yet understandable to 
the non-SD expert. This approach is illustrated in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15: traditional strategy approaches blended into an SD business strategy 

The approach has been materialized in a service-dominant business strategy canvas 
[Lüft12a, Lüft12b]. This canvas is shown in Figure 16. The canvas first organizes the 
essential elements of an SD strategy according to three main categories coinciding with 
the three traditional strategy approaches shown in Figure 15 – these are the three 
columns of the strategy canvas. 

Each of the three main categories is divided into two elements sets, resulting in six 
categories (the rounded rectangles in Figure 16). The exogenous relationships category 
contains elements related to business relationships that have an origin external to the 
organization. The relationships in the endogenous relationships category have an origin 
internal to the organization. The value category contains elements directly related to the 
value-in-use. The collaboration category contains elements that are related to the 
collaboration required to produce the value-in-use. In the actors category, we find three 
types of business actors. Finally, in the infrastructures category, we find infrastructural 
elements required to make a service-dominant organization work. 

Each category contains two or three elements that characterize an SD business strategy. 
The total canvas contains the fifteen elements shown with text labels and pictograms in 
Figure 16. The complete background of the choice of elements and the elements 
themselves are explained in detail in [Lüft12a]. 
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Figure 16: SD business strategy canvas (adapted from [Lüft12a]) 

An SD strategy is defined by filling in the canvas for a specific organization, using both 
domain experts and a canvas expert. Typically, this is done in an iterative way as defining 
an SD business strategy is a complex process. 

We explain the canvas by applying it to the TraXP case below. 

4.3 TraXP 

Given the radical nature of its vision and mission (as introduced in Section 1.6), TraXP 
performs a detailed strategy analysis using the service-dominant business strategy canvas, 
resulting in a detailed strategy specification. A high-level summary is included below. 

 Business Competences 

o Value: The value offered by TraXP is a seamless and complete travel 
experience that possibly spans both private and professional life, takes 
place in a context that can have personal, corporate and social elements, 
and that is supported by first-of-class service providers and up-to-date, 
first-hand information. This implies that co-creation has to take place 
between TraXP, its primary service providers, and its traveler customers. 
TraXP offers a transparent pricing scheme to its customers, based on the 
‘volume and intensity of travel experience’. Details of this pricing scheme 
are elaborated per business model. 

o Collaboration: As TraXP will implement mostly its integrating services, it 
will rely heavily on co-production with its primary service providers for 
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many of the ‘hard’ travel services. Tight service integration is important to 
offer a transparent and real-time experience to customers. Knowledge 
sharing is required with its primary service providers to allow detailed 
information-based integration of services. 

 Market Relationships 

o Exogenous: TraXP customers (both individuals and corporations) will 
require a completely customized travel experience, based on elaborate 
profiles. Customization includes state-of-the-art pre- and post-trip 
information provisioning. Customers require empowerment as to be able 
to always overrule any travel decision made by TraXP. 

o Endogenous: TraXP will set up bidirectional relations with its primary 
service providers to operate on a peer-to-peer basis. This guarantees more 
collaborative stability than strict outsourcing relations. TraXP uses an open 
collaboration network, enabling new partners to join. TraXP promotes a 
transparent scheme in the use of travel information of customers, such 
that open mutual benefit between travelers and TraXP is clear.  

 Business Resources 

o Actors: Customers are an important resource in the TraXP strategy, as it 
relies on a traveler community. TraXP sees the primary service providers as 
important resources. Secondary service providers should be 
interchangeable in a flexible way. Business development employees are 
seen as critical resources, as the travel market is highly fluid in nature. As 
trust from customers is mission-critical as well, customer service 
employees are highly listed as well. 

o Infrastructures: TraXP sees two kinds of service flows in its strategy: the 
kind supporting simple, one-shot travel organization (such as a package 
holiday, which is buy-and-go) and the kind requiring complex, real-time 
process management (such as multi-person, multi-location business trips, 
which need execution in well-synchronized phases). TraXP’s information 
systems will be mostly Internet-based and service-oriented to allow flexible 
communication with partners and customers. Local information systems 
are used to analyze and predict traveler behavior. To cater for elasticity in 
service demand, its IT infrastructures will be as much as possible cloud-
based. 

The essentials of the above are briefly summarized in TraXP’s strategy canvas, as shown in 
Figure 17. Here, we see the six categories of elements discussed above. Within each, 
categories, we have the elements defined in the canvas of Figure 16. 
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Figure 17: SD strategy canvas of TraXP 
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5 The bottom sandwich slice: 
business services 

The bottom slice of the SD business sandwich contains the elementary business services. 
They define the capabilities of an organization – like the business strategy, they are of a 
stable kind. Below, we first discuss the anatomy of a business service, answering the 
question what its structure is. Next, we pay attention to important characteristics of 
services. Then, we turn to our TraXP running example to practically illustrate the business 
service concept. 

5.1 The anatomy of a business service 

In this section, we discuss the anatomy, i.e. the internal structure, of a business service. 
We need to understand this anatomy to see how the service-dominant business view 
connects to the physical (asset-oriented) business view. 

Each business service encapsulates an elementary business capability of the organization 
and makes this capability accessible through a well-defined, business-level interface (see 
Figure 18).  

   

Figure 18: business service anatomy 
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The interface to a business service contains a number of service interface functions (as 
shown in the figure), each of which provides business-level access to a specific aspect of 
the service. Important classes of interface functions are: 

 Query service status (availability, quality level, current cost level) 

 Reserve service capacity (if the service encapsulates scarce resources) 

 Invoke service (consume service capacity) 

 Cancel/rollback service while in execution (if applicable) 

 Acknowledge successful consumption of service (if applicable) 

The functional specification of the service should preferably be coupled to a service level 
agreement (SLA) that specifies the non-functional behavior of the functions of the service 
in terms of quality of service (QoS) parameters (this is shown in the left-hand side of Figure 
18). Important QoS parameters are: 

 Average response time of a function (as a time period) 

 Availability of a function (as a percentage of scheduled business up-time) 

 Cost of a function (as a monetary figure per function call) 

A business capability may rely on physical business resources (as illustrated in Figure 18) or 
may be completely digital in nature. Physical resources are located in the asset world, 
whereas the service is located in the service world. 

A function of a business service is associated with a cost per use (a QoS parameter as 
indicated above). This cost is related to the use of resources encapsulated by the service 
and to the use of the automated platform for the execution of the function. Services can 
also produce a financial benefit, for example by including invoicing functionality. 
Profitability in a market context does not play a role at the individual service level, but at 
the level of service compositions, as these implement business models that are offered to 
a market. 

5.2 Business resources 

Business resources used in business services come in two important kinds: material 
resources and human resources. 

Material resources are physical business assets, such as capital goods. In a traditional, non-
SD, business scenario, we would trade the ownership of these – in an SD scenario, we 
make their value-in-use available through business services (as we have discussed in 
Section 1.1). 

Human resources contain the capabilities (both physical and mental) of the employees of 
an organization that work in the primary process of that organization (not those in the 
secondary processes). 

We can add business resource concepts to the concept model that we have introduced in 
Section 3.3 to show how they interrelate with the other concepts. This results in the model 
shown in Figure 19. Note that business network concepts (as included in Figure 14) have 
been omitted in Figure 19 to not make the model too complex. 
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Figure 19: concept model with resources (dotted lines denote specializations) 

5.3 Internal versus external business services 
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on the resources used in the services (as discussed above and shown in Figure 18) – 
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knowledge, which is of a non-physical character. 
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focal organization by implementing common-of-the-shelve capabilities in specific service 
compositions. Note that these external services should be core capabilities to the 
organizations that offer them to obtain the best value in service outsourcing. 

As discussed in Section 3.1, the set of internal services is determined by the business 
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the match between an existing strategy and an existing set of internal services and in the 
process of actually delineating a strategy in a business transformation process. 

Classification of business services can be performed using the strategic partitioning tool 
shown in Figure 2014. This tool uses two dimensions. The first dimension distinguishes 
services that are differentiating in a market from those that are not (commodity services). 
Commodity services do typically not contribute to the unique characteristics of a value-in-
use proposition, so should usually be external. The second dimension distinguishes 
services that are mission critical from those that are not. Mission critical services must 
always be operated with guaranteed quality of service. This implies that commodity 
services that are not available with the right SLA may be internal (until they become 
available externally, possibly even by explicitly externalizing them from an organization). 
Differentiating services for which no internal support yet exists may be external (until they 
become internal, possibly even by explicitly merging the service provider into an 
organization). 

 

Figure 20: strategic partitioning tool for business service classification 

5.4 Granularity of business services 

The granularity of business services is chosen such, that flexible combination (in the 
service composition layer of the sandwich) is possible. Note that too ‘large’ services will 
result in too few composition possibilities, whereas too ‘small’ services will result in overly 
complex compositions. The right granularity of services is heavily domain-dependent. 
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There are several rule-of-thumb principles that can be used to determine the granularity 
of services: 

 A service should be associated with a business process step observable by a 
business partner (including the customer, obviously), preferably directly related to 
the offered value-in-use – in other words: a partner must be able to clearly relate 
the service to (the life cycle of) the business offering. If this is a problem, the 
granularity may be too small. 

 A service should have a clear actor (service provider) and a clear beneficiary 
(service consumer): it should be clear who is doing something for whom. If there 
are multiple, the granularity may be too large. 

 A service should be associated with a clearly delineated period in time: it should 
have a clear starting point and ending point. If this is a problem, the granularity 
may be too large (for instance, because an iteration of a service is perceived as a 
service). 

Too small services need to be combined into larger services – this is related to hierarchical 
service realization as discussed in Chapter 13. Too large services may in fact be (part of) 
service compositions, so belong in the Service Composition layer of the sandwich model. 

Table 2 contains an overview of criteria for the determination of ‘right’ business services. 
The criteria are grouped into interrogative-based classes. The right-most column of the 
table indicates actions that can be performed if a candidate service does not meet a 
specific criterion. 
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Class Name Criterion If fails 

Why 

Right 
context 

Does the service fit in the context of 
the defined business strategy? 
 

Redesign service 

Right 
goal 

Does the service transform the state 
of the customer perception of the 
value-in-use? 

Delete as business 
service, consider as 
building block service15 

What 

Right 
size 

Is the service easily combinable in 
multiple service compositions? 
 

Too large: split up service 
Too small: combine 
services 

Right 
scope 

Isn’t there any functional overlap 
with existing service(s)? 
 

Re-scope service(s) 

Who 

Right 
actor 

Is there a clear single actor (role) 
performing the service? 
 

Split up service per actor 

Right 
beneficiary 

Is there a single beneficiary (role) for 
whom the service is performed? 
 

Split up service per 
beneficiary 

When 

Right 
start 

Is there a clear starting point in time 
for the execution of the service? 
 

Scope service down to 
delimited period 

Right 
end 

Is there a clear ending point in time 
for the execution of the service? 
 

Scope service down to 
delimited period 

Table 2: criteria for right service determination 

Note that it may appear as a good idea to design services on the basis of individual 
resources or assets (i.e., a With What class in the structure of Table 2). This conflicts, 
however, with the fact that service-dominant business is centered at value-in-use, not 
around assets. 

Stability (both syntactically and semantically) of services and their interfaces is an aspect 
to be considered in the identification of services. 

5.5 TraXP 

Based on its service-dominant strategy, TraXP has determined a set of business services. 
These business services implement the core competences of TraXP (and are hence of a 
stable nature that evolves over time) and are complemented by external services that are 
insourced in a more dynamic way (we will see that when discussing service compositions). 

                                                        
15

 See Chapter 13 on hierarchical composition of services. 
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In designing their set of essential services, TraXP has used their strategy as an explicit 
starting point and later reference point for consistency checking. As such, they have 
elaborated a mapping from the elements of their strategy to the business services that 
support these elements. Figure 21 shows a small part of this mapping in a graphical way. 

 

Figure 21: partial mapping of strategy to services for TraXP 

The elementary business services have been organized in subsets, representing the major 
areas of the business capabilities of TraXP – we call these areas the business service 
domains. A heavily simplified version of the complete set of the TraXP business services is 
shown in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: TraXP business services in their business service domains 
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trips can be generated as static trips (such as photo presentations) or dynamic trips 
(such as tours in virtual worlds like Second Life). 

Socializing Services: Enable posting travel plans and real-time travel updates on social 
media (pull socializing) and enable direct notification of selected relations by 
automated phone or text message (push socializing). These services serve a higher-
level of real-time travelling and meeting behavior, which is especially interesting for 
the business traveler. These services rely on external services offered by social 
media and telecommunication organizations, and on external services offered by 
transport operators (such as Lufthansa’s MySkyStatus). 

Note that the TraXP service catalog includes business services that TraXP considers own 
core capabilities and business services that rely on core capabilities of external partners in 
its business network. Business services that rely on external parties can be considered 
placeholders in the TraXP catalog for external services. This difference between internally 
and externally implemented services is illustrated for TraXP in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23: internal (green) and external (blue) business services for TraXP 
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 What is the functionality that must be provided by the set of business services? In 
other words: how can the mission-like character of a strategy be mapped to 
operational business capabilities? 

 What is right granularity of the business services? In other words: ‘how much 
functionality’ should be covered by one service? We have discussed this for 
individual services in Section 5.4. 

 Which services are considered essential to keep internal, and which can be 
assumed to be outsourced to collaboration partners? This issue we have discussed 
in detail in Section 5.3. 

 How can we organize services to make them a manageable set? Here, qualities of 
the set like completeness, non-overlap, and orthogonality play a role. This issue we 
address further below. 

There is no general recipe available for the mapping of a business strategy to a set of 
business services, so it requires some old-fashioned craftsmanship by a team of business 
architects (who understand structure) and business domain experts (who understand 
content). Domain-specific function reference models do come in handy, though: these 
provide an overview of functionality to be covered in a domain and hence can be used as a 
starting point or checklist. In [Gref10], an example is included of deducing high-level e-
business functions from the well-known supply chain model designed by Porter [Port85]. 

To address the aspect of manageability mentioned above, the set of business services is 
documented in a business service catalog. In this catalog, services are grouped with 
respect to their business service domains (as illustrated in Figure 22 for TraXP). Note that a 
business service domain is a cluster of related business capabilities, not a business model. 
Each service is described in a standardized way, listing all its important characteristics. 
Note that in practice, a catalog can be large – for a large company, it can easily consist of 
hundreds of business services. 

To facilitate the creation of a business service catalog, templates can be used. In Table 3, a 
template is shown for the specification of a business service domain (set of related 
business services). 

Business Domain / 
Service Cluster 

Enter domain name here: 

 

  

Domain Description Enter brief domain description here: 
 
 
 
 
 

Person Responsible 
for Definition of 
Domain 

Enter name and contact details here: 

 

Table 3: catalog template for business service domain description 
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In Table 4, a template is shown for the specification of an individual business service. A 
proper classification of a service is essential – for this, we use the characteristics that are 
discussed in Section 5.3. Each service function is described in detail using the lower part of 
the template: each row is a service (so the number of rows varies per service). 

Service name  

General Service Description 

Service cluster service 
belongs to 

 

Service functionality in 
terms of value-in-use 

 

Business resources used 
by service 

 

Service Classification 

Mission-critical or 
Non-mission-critical 

 Remarks  

Commodity or 
Differentiation 

 Remarks  

Internal or 
External 

 Remarks  

Service Functions 

Function Functionality Input Output SLA 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

Table 4: catalog template for business service description 

5.7 TraXP 

In Table 5, we see an example business service domain description from the TraXP catalog, 
following the template in Table 3. In Table 6, we find an example business service 
description from the TraXP catalog, following the template in Table 4. 
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Business Domain / 
Service Cluster 

Generating Business Services 

  

Domain Description Cluster of business services that generate information (in the 
broad sense) for TraXP customer 
 

Person Responsible for 
Definition of Domain 

S. Omeone 
Office: TraXP HQ H.17 
Skype: s.omeone 

Table 5: TraXP business service domain description 
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Service name Generate Virtual Trip 

General Service Description 

Service cluster service 
belongs to 

Generating Business Services 

Service functionality in 
terms of value-in-use 

Generates a virtual trip specification that can be enacted in 
Second Life. Allows customer to have a virtual, pre-real-life 
trip experience. 

Business resources used 
by service 

Access to HP compute cluster. 

Service Classification 

Mission-critical or 
Non-mission-critical 

NMC Remarks If becoming popular, may 
become MC for /F BM 

Commodity or 
Differentiation 

DIFF Remarks No competitor in the 
market has this 

Internal or 
External 

INT Remarks May be outsourced to 
Linden Labs later 

Service Functions 

Function Functionality Input Output SLA 

Create_VT Creates VT 
specification 
 

Travel plan VT 
specification 
 
 

Execution < 
30 sec, 
Availability 
90% 

Check_TP Checks travel plan 
for conformance 

Travel plan 
 
 
 

Yes/No Execution < 
10 sec, 
Availability 
99% 

Check_Status Checks current 
online status of 
service 

None 0 if online, 
time to online 
in secs if 
offline 

Execution < 
1 sec, 

Availability 
99.9% 

Table 6: TraXP business service description 
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6 The upper sandwich filling: 
service-dominant business models 

In this chapter, we address the top half of the filling of the service-dominant business 
sandwich: the business model layer. The business model layer defines the what of external 
service offerings, providing the business side of business agility in the more stable context 
of the strategy and business service layers. 

First, we address the importance of business model design. Then, we present a design tool 
that suits the service-dominant business context. 

6.1 Service-dominant business model design approach 

Business model design is currently getting proper attention, for instance using tools like 
the Business Model Canvas [Oste10]. Existing approaches, however, are typically not 
focusing on service-dominant business. This is reflected in the fact that services and 
service compositions are not central concepts in the approaches, and the fact that these 
approaches are typically organization-centric, not network-centric. 

Therefore, we propose a business model design approach [Lüft12c] that has a service-
dominant starting point and is conceptually tied to the service-dominant strategy canvas. 
Unlike more traditional approaches (like the Business Model Canvas mentioned above), 
services and business networks are native elements in our business model design 
approach. 

The pillars of our business modeling approach are shown in Figure 24. We see the service 
concept as the first horizontal layer. The service concept is the delivery operationalization 
of the value-in-use concept as discussed in Section 1.1. Services need to be managed in a 
business model, so this is the second horizontal layer in Figure 24. This incurs costs for 
involved parties, but also yields benefits - this is the third layer. The actors (the vertical 
pillar) compose the business network. Note that the customer is one of the actors, as a 
customer can be a co-creator in the SD business paradigm. The actors interact through the 
three horizontal elements. 
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Figure 24: SD business model pillars 

6.2 Service-dominant business model radar 

The service dominant business model radar (SDBM/R) is the central tool in the design of 
service-dominant business models [Lüft12c]. An SDBM/R template is shown in Figure 25 
(in an updated version of the one presented in [Lüft12c]). 

 

Figure 25: service-dominant business model radar 
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In the radar, we see the three horizontal pillars of Figure 24 as three concentric rings and a 
core. The concept of service is central, presented as the core notion of a co-created value-
in-use (the core of the radar model), which is composed of service-based value 
propositions of the actors participating in a business model (in the inner concentric ring). 
The service management pillar is represented by coproduction activities of the actors (in 
the middle concentric ring). The cost/benefit pillar is represented by the costs and benefits 
of the actors (in the outer concentric ring). 

The actors in a business model are represented by radial regions of the radar model. The 
figure shows four actors, but the approach accommodates an arbitrary number, hence 
suiting the network-centric characteristic of service-dominant business (see Section 3.1.5). 
This means the model is explicitly designed for the representation of multi-sided business 
models [McKin12]. As stated before, the customer is one of the actors in a service-
dominant business model. 

6.3 The role of value in use 

A business model defines a concrete value-in-use that is needed by a customer group (this 
is the external business offering). A customer group is a set of parties operating in a 
market, where the set is defined by specific characteristics of the parties. The concrete 
value-in-use is coupled to a customer group through the customer profile. This is shown in 
the concept model in Figure 26 (based on the core concepts from Figure 14). 

 

Figure 26: concept model with value-in-use 
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has to be consistent with a business strategy. Both relations are indicated by the has 
relation between the pairs of concepts in Figure 26. 

Going from an abstract value-in-use to a concrete value-in-use requires making a set of 
concrete choices, among which the choice for the intended customer group. These choices 
are related to the choices made to get from business strategy to business model, as we 
have discussed before (see Section 3.3). 

6.4 Designing concrete business models 

The design process to arrive at a concrete business model is strongly related to the 
specification of concrete value-in-use. The actual steps in the design process are closely 
related to the choice of sequencing as discussed in Section 2.2.3. 

A typical sequence is going from business strategy to business model, i.e., using the 
strategy-based, top-down sequence from Table 1. Thinking from a value-in-use-centric 
perspective, this means explicitly scoping the abstract value-in-use associated with the 
business strategy towards a specific customer profile (see Figure 26). This scoping can be 
performed based on different dimensions: 

 Geographical location of the customer group 

 Socio-economical status of the customer group 

 Profession of the customer group 

 Etcetera 

6.5 TraXP 

TraXP performs a business model design using the strategy-based, top-down sequence 
from Table 1. From their abstract value-in-use “seamless travel experience” (STE) they 
derive four concrete cases of value-in-use by focusing on a specific customer group. In 
other words: they explicitly choose a customer group per business model and base further 
decisions on the specifics of concrete values-in-use on the characteristics (needs) of these 
customer groups. An overview of these choices is shown in Table 7. 

Abstract 
value-in-use 

Customer group Concrete 
value-in-use 

Label 

Seamless Travel 
Experience (STE) 

‘Poor, young’ budget 
traveler 

STE without orchestration but 
high social exposure 

Freebee 
/F 

‘Wealthy, mature’ 
individual traveler 

STE with partial orchestration 
Individual 
/I 

Standard corporate 
traveler 

STE with full orchestration 
Corporate 
/C 

Executive traveler 
STE with location optimization 
and full orchestration 

Executive 
/X 

Table 7: TraXP cases of concrete value-in-use 
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The four business models related to the four concrete values-in-use can be informally and 
briefly described as follows: 

 TraXP/F: the freebee business model, aiming at the student-like category budget 
traveler; traveler gets a free subscription; TraXP gets a small kickback fee from 
partners for bookings at them, but more importantly so gets exposure in a growth 
market; targets hit-and-go travel, including free partners like CouchSurfing.org; 
does not include provider-based travel orchestration; does include tight coupling 
to social media to enable high social exposure of travelling (follows from user 
group profile). 

 TraXP/I: the individual business model, aiming at the individual business traveler 
and high-end leisure traveler; TraXP charges by consumption in a (volume x 
intensity) model measured in XPs (TraXP’s unit of experience-delivering service), 
based on a credit system; includes partial provider-based travel orchestration (i.e., 
advanced elements of the orchestration remain traveler’s responsibility). 

 TraXP/C: the corporate business model, aiming at organizations with a substantial 
amount of business travelers that travel within the corporate regime; TraXP 
charges on a per-contract basis, both with customer and travel partners set in the 
corporate regime (two-sided earnings model); includes full provider-based travel 
orchestration. 

 TraXP/X: the executive business model, aiming at the high-end executive business 
traveler; TraXP charges a fixed monthly fee; includes full provider-based travel 
orchestration; also includes meeting location optimization as an exclusive 
(platinum-level) service. 

Each of the four business models is modeled using the business model radar introduced in 
Section 6.2. Each business model specifies a different concrete value-in-use, shown as 
ViU/F (freebee), ViU/I (individual), ViU/C (corporate) and ViU/X (executive). The four radar 
diagrams are shown highly simplified stylized in Figure 27. The figure illustrates that 
usually a more complex business model implies more partners (shown in the figure as 
Actor 2 through Actor 6) in the business network. 
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Figure 27: four TraXP business models in business model radar design 

A simplified version of the business model radar for the TraXP/X business model is shown 
in Figure 28. For the other three business models discussed above, similar radar diagrams 
can be constructed as well. We discuss the TraXP/X business model radar below. 
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Figure 28: business model radar for TraXP/X business model (simplified) 

In Figure 28, we see that the TraXP/X business model (in its simplified version) relies on six 
actors: TraXP (as the main actor and orchestrator), the traveler (as the consumer), the 
transport provider, the accommodation provider, the insurance provider, and the social 
media operator (as the main service providers). For each actor, its value proposition to the 
network, its main coproduction activity, and its main cost/benefit is specified (note that 
the latter is not complete in the diagram, as each actor has both costs and benefits). We 
explain this in more detail for three actors below. 

The value proposition of TraXP is its ability to execute the processes that generate the 
value-in-use (seamless travel experience in the executive style). Its main coproduction 
activity is the orchestration of the overall process. Its benefits are a monthly fee from the 
traveler and kickback fees from the transport, accommodation, and insurance providers. 
The kickback fees are parts of the turnover TraXP generates for the service providers – this 
relation is indicated by color in the diagram. 

The value proposition of the traveler is the travel history generated (in the broad 
interpretation), including travel plans that can serve as templates for others, transport and 
accommodation reviews, travel tips, etcetera. The coproduction activity is travel 
specification (both the plan and the history). The main benefit is ease of use in traveling. 

For the transport provider, the value proposition to the network is its ability to provide 
relocation of travelers, i.e., transport them. Its main coproduction activity is planning this 
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relocation (as the actual relocation is performed by third parties, such as airlines). Its main 
benefit is turnover, which generates kickback fees from the third parties (not shown as 
these third parties are outside the network for this business model). 

6.6 Consistency of business models 

Consistency of business models is important in two ways. Firstly, business models of an 
organization should be consistent with its business strategy. Secondly, business models 
should be consistent with respect to each other. 

Consistency of a business model with the business strategy can be checked by relating the 
concrete value-in-use of the business model to the abstract value-in-use of the business 
strategy. Lack of consistency can be observed in the following cases: 

 The concrete value-in-use is not covered by the abstract value-in-use. This means 
that the business model specifies things that do not fit the specified identity of the 
organization. 

 The concrete value-in-use is covered by the abstract value-in-use, but only fills a 
minimal space in this. This means that the business model hardly as any relevance 
(may be outdated because of evolution of the business strategy). 

Consistency within a set of business models can be checked by combining (superimposing) 
the business radar diagrams of the business models. In this way, potential problems like 
the following can be detected: 

 Overlapping business models (e.g., similar concrete value-in-use, similar user 
group, but different cost/benefit model). 

 Business models with conflicting business networks (e.g., business models that rely 
on strong competitors in a market). 

To analyze business models for internal and external consistency, tools from other 
frameworks can be used as well. A business model can for instance be projected onto the 
well-known Business Model Canvas  [Oste10] to allow discussion in the BMC community – 
note however, that the BMC is not tuned towards service-dominant business. A business 
model can also be analyzed using the business model aspect of the BOAT framework 
[Gref10]. This latter option is further elaborated in Sections 14.3 and 14.4. 
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7 The lower sandwich filling: 
service compositions 

In this chapter, we discuss the details of the service composition layer of the sandwich 
model. As discussed before, the service compositions provide the agile operationalization 
for business models as discussed in the previous chapter. 

7.1 The essence of service compositions 

The essence of service compositions is to make complex functionality available to a market 
by combining a set of simpler functionalities realized as services. The realization of the 
combination should be light, such that the composition approach is agile. The simpler 
functionalities should be standardized within an organization (or even across its 
boundaries), such that these functionalities can be reused. This can be clearly illustrates by 
taking the analogy with Lego blocks: using the same simple, standardized building blocks, 
one can create all kinds of buildings (the compositions). 

7.2 Two types of compositions 

Service compositions exist in two basic types: the process type and the mash-up type. In 
practice, we also find hybrid types, which have characteristics of both basic types. For 
reasons of clarity, we restrict ourselves to the two basic types in the sequel of this chapter. 

The process type is typically used for strictly sequenced business interactions in which the 
activities of multiple actors need to be synchronized in time and information needs to 
passed between these activities. In the process type, there is an explicitly managed (and 
possibly complex) state of a service delivery, where the management of the state is the 
responsibility (or even the added value) of the service orchestrator. 

The mash-up16 type is typically used for free-form business interactions in which a single 
actor invokes the functionalities of a number of other actors. In the mash-up type, there is 
an implicitly managed (and usually simple) state of a service delivery, where the 
management of the state is the responsibility of the service consumer. 

7.3 Business processes: sequenced under provider control 

The process type is used for compositions where multiple actors (business organizations) 
go through a well-defined sequence of steps. As such, business process management 

                                                        
16

 The term ‘service mash-up’ often has a technological connotation (see for example [Carl08]), but we use it here to 
indicate a ‘free-style’ combination of business services from the business point of view (i.e., functionality point of 
view). 
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(BPM) is used to operationalize service composition in an agile way: “BPM enhances the 
ability of businesses to react to changes in the business environment” [CapG12]. 

A process definition is required to make sure the individual actors remain well-
synchronized in the execution of the composition. Performing this sequence may take 
considerable time. After the sequence is completed according to definition, the 
composition execution is terminated. 

Each defined service composition corresponds to a business process type. Each invocation 
of a service composition corresponds to a business process instance. The state of an 
individual service composition invocation is the state of that business process instance 
(which is typically managed automatically by a business process management system, as 
we will see in Chapter 9). 

7.4 TraXP 

The TraXP/X business model is implemented by a business process composition. This is 
illustrated in Figure 29, where the /X module in the SC layer contains the composition 
orchestration, i.e., the specification of the business process that controls the properly 
sequenced execution of the services in the BS layer. 

 

Figure 29: service composition for TraXP/X business model (external services omitted) 

The business process executed by the TraXP/X service composition is shown (in a 
simplified form) in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30: business process executed by TraXP/X service composition 

7.5 Service mash-ups: free-form under consumer control 

The mash-up type is used for compositions where a single actor can activate individual 
services in the composition at own will, i.e., without a sequence predefined by the service 
provider. The composition execution is terminated when the actor uses a termination 
service. 

This type of service composition can be considered a simple form of user-driven case 
management: the user manages his own case by activating services in a non-prescribed 
way. 

Comparable to the situation with process-based service compositions, each defined 
service composition corresponds to a mash-up type. Each invocation of a service 
composition corresponds to a mash-up instance. A mash-up instance is very light-weight 
from a provider point of view, as there is no state management by the provider (but the 
provider may want to be aware that a mash-up instance is active, e.g. for CRM purposes). 

7.6 TraXP 

The TraXP/F business model is implemented using a service mash-up, as there is no explicit 
business process management at the provider side. 

An implementation as a UI-based service mash-up is shown simplified in Figure 31. Here 
we see a window interface, where all business services are offered to the user on a stand-
alone basis. The connection between the services has to be maintained by the user. 
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Figure 31: TraXP/F UI-based service mash-up 

7.7 Deducing service compositions from business models 

In a business model radar diagram (as discussed in Section 6.2), we specify the key 
activities per partner that contribute to the realization of the value-in-use. This is done in 
the activities ring of the radar diagram, as highlighted in Figure 32. 

 

Figure 32: business model radar with activities layer highlighted 
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We can create the basis for a service composition by mapping these key activities to 
business services in a business service catalog. Typically, one key activity can require a 
number of business services, as the aggregation level of key activities can be higher than 
that of business services (never lower – this would be faulty business model design). In 
other words, key activities in a business model and business services have a 1:n mapping. 
In mapping key activities to business services, we create a list of business services required 
for the realization of a specific business model. 

After we have created the list of used business services, we decide on the type of 
composition (process-based or mash-up-based) and, if so required, on the execution 
sequence of the services (i.e., on the business process definition in case of a process-based 
composition). 

7.8 TraXP 

We illustrate the mapping of a business model to a service composition by means of the 
TraXP/X business model. The radar diagram of this model is described in Section 6.5 – we 
repeat it in Figure 33 with the activities ring (i.e., the key activities) highlighted. 

 

Figure 33: TraXP/X business model radar with activities highlighted 

In Figure 34, these key activities are mapped to the service catalog of TraXP (this figure is a 
refinement of Figure 29 – the mapping is simplified for illustration purposes). 
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Figure 34: mapping key activities of TraXP/X business model to business services 

As shown in the figure, key activities for which no business services exist in the TraXP 
business service catalog (as shown in Figure 22) are mapped to external services. Other 
services are in the catalog, but may be located internally to TraXP for orchestration 
purposes (and make use of functionality of external partners, i.e., be placeholders) or may 
be located externally to TraXP (i.e., they need to be classified still in the way described in 
Section 5.3). 

7.9 Cost/benefit analysis of a service composition 

Once we have a fully specified service composition, we can make a detailed cost/benefit 
analysis of this service composition. This includes the following: 

 Per used service invocation, a cost or benefit can be specified, ideally based on the 
service level agreement for that service (as discussed in Section 5.1). 

 Based on the specification of a mash-up or business process, an estimate can be 
made of the invocation pattern per composition invocation (typically, this 
coincides with a client order). 

 Based on the per-invocation figures and the invocation pattern, a cost/benefit 
figure can be constructed per composition invocation. 

 The per-composition invocation figure can be translated on a per-period figure by 
making an estimate of the number of composition invocations in that period (i.e., 
the number of customer orders per period in a business model). 
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The figures resulting from the above analysis form the variable costs/benefits of a service 
invocation. These figures can be used in two ways: 

1. As a service invocation corresponds 1:1 with a business model, the precise 
quantitative figures of the service invocations can be confronted with the 
qualitative or imprecise quantitative figures of a business model specification 
(resulting from the cost/benefit layer of the business model radar diagram as 
discussed in Section 6.2). 

2. Service invocations make use of resources encapsulated by the invoked services (as 
discussed in Section 5.1, which are partly associated with fixed costs). As such, an 
analysis can be made of the percentage that a service invocation makes use of 
these resources and consequently of the percentage that the fixed costs of a 
resource are covered by a specific service composition and hence a specific 
business model. 
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8 Supporting business: 
the information system pyramid 

In this document so far, we have looked at the business side of a service-dominant 
business framework. The actual implementation of business has not yet been discussed. 
For the implementation, we require support in the form of organizational processes and 
automated systems. Agile, service-dominant, business in networks typically requires 
automated support to be run both effectively (for example, on a 24x7 basis) and efficiently 
(swift and cost-effective). Therefore, in this chapter, we add support in the form of 
business applications (information systems in the broad meaning of the term) to our 
approach. 

We first show that the – perhaps deceitfully obvious – approach of adding another layer to 
the pyramid is not the right way to go. Then, we present the proper way to look at things: 
we extend the framework with an additional pyramid covering business support in the 
form of information system elements. Next, we go into details of this new pyramid. 

8.1 Don’t extend the business pyramid 

To extend the service-dominant business pyramid model we have developed in Chapter 2 
(see Figure 4) with (automated) support in the form of information systems, we might 
consider extending this pyramid with another layer to its bottom. This is, however, not a 
good idea for two reasons: 

1. Firstly, going from high-level business concepts to low-level business concepts is 
something different than going from business concepts to information system 
concepts. In other words, we are talking about distinct design dimensions: 
aggregation/abstraction on the one hand and realization on the other hand 
[Gref12]. 

2. The information systems do not only support the business services layer, but also 
the service compositions layer (and maybe even more, as we will see in the sequel 
of this chapter). This means that a support layer cannot interface only with the 
business services layer (as would be implied by a new layer below the business 
services layer). 

So, we can conclude that an extended pyramid as shown in Figure 35 is incorrect (as 
illustrated by the subtle, red cross). Consequently, we should not add another ‘slice of 
bread’ to our SD business sandwich. In the next section, we will see how to extend the 
pyramid model in a better way. 
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Figure 35: automated support is not another layer 

8.2 A pyramid for business support 

Instead of adding another layer to the business pyramid, we add another dimension to the 
pyramid model. This dimension is the realization dimension [Gref10]: the dimension that 
‘stretches’ from business requirements to implementation in technology. In this 
dimension, we add a second pyramid ‘behind’ the one we have been discussing so far (as 
illustrated in Figure 36). We call this pyramid the Information System pyramid. Using the 
sandwich metaphor (see Figure 9), the Information System pyramid can be seen as a plate 
supporting the business sandwich17. 

 

Figure 36: business and information system pyramids 

                                                        
17

 This metaphor is slightly imperfect, as we typically don’t put sandwiches on their side on plate, but the metaphor 
does convey the ‘support’ notion. 
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The Information System pyramid describes the support for the Business Pyramid by 
information systems. The term ‘information system’ is used here in the broad sense: it 
covers both automated applications and manual information processing. 

The Information System pyramid has four layers like the Business Pyramid, where each 
layer contains (automated) support for the business functionality in the corresponding 
layer of the business pyramid (as also shown in Figure 36). 

8.3 The layers of the Information Systems pyramid 

Each of the four layers in the Information System pyramid caters for different types of 
business activities (in the corresponding layers of the business pyramid): 

 The business strategy layer of the IS pyramid contains support for development 
and operation of business strategies. As strategies are not ‘directly executable’, the 
emphasis is here on design-time support. 

 The business model strategy layer contains support for development and 
operation of business models. As business models are not ‘directly executable’, the 
emphasis is here on design-time support. 

 The service composition layer contains support for development and operation of 
service composition. Service compositions are executable, so the run-time aspect 
is important here. 

 The business services layer contains support for development and operation of 
business services. Business services are executable, so the run-time aspect is 
important here. 

This means that each layer contains different types of information systems, as illustrated 
in the information system application typology overview of Figure 37. We discuss the four 
layers in more detail in the sequel of this section. 

 

Figure 37: application typology 

Note that we are talking here about an information system application typology (i.e., 
about the support of specific business activities), not about an information system 
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platform typology (i.e., about generic platforms supporting specific applications). We 
address the platform issue in Chapter 9. 

8.3.1 Business strategy layer 

The business strategy layer of the IS pyramid contains information system applications 
(and organizational procedures) that support design and evolution of a business strategy. 
These applications are for example strategic decision support applications. These can be 
used, for example, for long-term what-if analyses. We may also find tools for qualitative 
analysis, for example to support the identification of new long-term trends in specific 
business domains. 

8.3.2 Business model layer 

The business model layer contains information system applications that support the 
conception of business models. Here, we find for example decision support applications, 
targeted at providing (quantitative) information used in the design and analysis of business 
models. Advanced tools for identifying and analyzing potential business partners are also 
of great importance here. 

Apart from tools that relate to the creation of individual business models, we may also find 
tools that help managing a set of business models. These tools help in maintaining 
consistency between business models, help in analyzing possible overlap in business 
models, and help in reusing existing business models in the design of new business 
models. 

8.3.3 Service composition layer 

The service composition layer contains implementations of service compositions described 
in the corresponding layer of the Business pyramid. These implementations can have the 
form of executable specifications of business processes or service mash-ups. 

This layer also contains tools to create and deploy these implementations. Prototyping 
tools may also be important to quickly create prototypes or mock-ups of new service 
compositions, such that new business models can easily be ‘visualized’ in an operational 
way. In advanced situations, even simulation tools (more specifically business process 
simulation tools) may be used to assess quantitative behavior of business processes before 
detailed implementation and deployment of a service composition. 

8.3.4 Business service layer 

The business service layer contains the implementations of business services described in 
the corresponding layer of the Business pyramid. These implementations preferably have 
the form of executable service specifications. 

Similar to the service composition layer, the service layer also contains tools to create and 
deploy business service implementations. The possibility to create easily functional mock-
ups of new services contributes to the ability to create prototypes of mock-ups of service 
compositions, as mentioned above. 
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8.4 Agility in the IS pyramid 

The business pyramid as discussed in Section 2.2 has been designed with business agility 
as a main starting point. As the information systems pyramid supports the business 
pyramid, agility is also a main issue for the information systems pyramid. 

Agility in the IS pyramid should be completely driven by the agility of the business 
pyramid. In other words: changes in the business pyramid should cause changes in the IS 
pyramid, not the other way around18. This is illustrated in Figure 38. 

 

Figure 38: agility relation between business and IS pyramids 

Note that independent changes in the IS pyramid (i.e., not triggered by changes in the 
business pyramid) are allowed as long as these changes do not require changes in the 
business pyramid. Typically, this concerns the introduction of more effective or efficient 
information system applications (or organizational procedures) with the same business 
goal. 

8.5 Levels of support 

In current business practice, we can find structured (automated) support for business 
services (business functions in non-service-oriented contexts) and for service (or function) 
composition – the latter often hardwired into applications and sometimes flexibly 
composed into business processes. 

This mean that structured support for the layers of the sandwich model in current practice 
is often limited to the service layer of the business pyramid, or the service composition 
and business service layers of the pyramid. This is illustrated in Figure 39. 

                                                        
18

 Note that new possibilities in IT can have an influence on a business strategy or on the development of business 
models, but this is a contextual influence (located rather in the platform pyramid discussed in Chapter 9 than in the 
IS pyramid discussed here), not a reverse version of the arrows shown in Figure 38. 

Business
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Figure 39: one and two levels of the pyramid supported 

This situation implies that development of business strategy and business models is 
currently often performed in an ad-hoc fashion without structured support (by defined 
processes and/or automated applications): these levels in the business pyramid have no 
counterparts in the information systems pyramid. 

Obviously, the more attention goes to agility, the more effort goes into the design of 
business models, and the more support it will require. This means that – leveraging the 
situation in Figure 39 – we need to provide structured support for business model design 
as well. This situation is illustrated in Figure 40. 

 

Figure 40: three and all four levels of the pyramid supported 

In the completely supported situation, also the strategy level is covered by structured 
support. 
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9 Supporting information systems: 
the platform pyramid 

In Section 8.2, we have added the Information System pyramid to our approach to provide 
support for the layers in the Business Pyramid: it is a ‘plate for the sandwich’. The support 
provided in the IS pyramid, however, also requires support itself. For this reason, we add a 
third pyramid to the framework in this chapter. 

9.1 The platform pyramid 

Automated applications require underlying platforms – business process management 
(BPM), for example, requires a business process management system (BPMS), which can 
vary from a traditional workflow management system [Leym99] to a system supporting 
business process management in the cloud [Stoit12]. Manual applications require 
platforms as well, for example collaboration platforms like document management 
systems or email systems. 

For this reason, we add a third pyramid to our approach which we call the Platform 
pyramid (as shown in Figure 41). The third pyramid extends the realization dimension 
[Gref10] that we started by adding the Information Systems pyramid to the Business 
pyramid. Continuing our sandwich metaphor, the Platform Pyramid can be seen as ‘the 
table that supports the plate’ (being the IS Pyramid). 

 

Figure 41: adding the Platform pyramid 

Business Pyramid

Inform. Syst. Pyramid

Platform Pyramid
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9.2 Agility in the platform pyramid 

Where it comes to agility, there is an important difference between the Information 
System pyramid and the Platform pyramid. In the Information System pyramid, we create 
agility by having middle layers in the pyramid with flexible structures: we create and 
dismiss business process implementations and their supporting service composition 
implementations as the corresponding structures in the Business pyramid demand. In the 
Platform pyramid, however, we do not want to have flexible structures in the middle 
layers, as this would mean adopting the system landscape architecture continuously. 
Instead, we want platforms that support application flexibility (but have stable structures 
themselves). This typically is a reason to explicitly decouple application architecture from 
platform architecture. Concluding, we often don’t require functional agility in the platform 
pyramid at all. 

We may, though, require flexibility in the platform pyramid where it comes to capacity or 
performance: as we revolve business models, the functional requirements to the platform 
pyramid don’t change that much (they are more dictated by the requirements of the 
stable business functions), but the non-functional requirement may change dramatically. A 
successful new business model, for example, may temporarily lead to high throughput 
requirements to the platforms used. A modern way to deal with this required capacity 
elasticity is the use of cloud computing [Arm09]. 

9.3 A platform reference architecture 

In this section, we map the platform Pyramid to a corporate reference architecture, which 
is a high-level blueprint for the organization of automated systems and data sets in a 
service-dominant organization. First, we present an overview with four layers conforming 
to the four layers of the Platform pyramid. Then, we discuss details of each of these four 
layers. We start at the bottom layer and move up from there, as layers depend on the 
functionality of the underlying layer. 

9.3.1 Overview of the reference architecture 

Given the four layers in the information system and platform pyramids, we can design a 
corporate reference information system architecture showing the main information 
system structure for the support of agile, service-dominant business. This architecture is 
shown in Figure 42. In the figure, we see the four layers of our service-dominant business 
sandwich. We briefly discuss each layer below, moving from bottom to top. 
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Figure 42: corporate reference architecture for agile, service-dominant business 

9.3.2 The business services layer 

The business service layer (BS) contains the support for the implementations of the 
elementary business services (note that the actual services belong in the Information 
Systems pyramid – they are included in Figure 42 for clarity, but dotted for this reason). 
This includes the (user) interfaces to customers19. The services are implemented in a 
managed service platform (MSP) that facilitates development, maintenance and evolution 
of the services. All services are connected to the enterprise service bus (ESB). There are no 
other connections to services. The ESB is connected to external ESBs for two reasons. The 
first reason is to allow internal service compositions to invoke external services (as 
discussed in Chapter 1) using the same mechanisms as invoking internal services. The 
second reason is to allow services of external customers to invoke internal services that 
start service compositions. Typically, each external party operates a single ESB. Note that it 
is not relevant whether an external party operates an MSP (because we are only 
interested in the run-time behavior of external services). 

9.3.3 The service composition layer 

The service composition layer (SC) contains the mechanisms for composing elementary 
services into high-level services that are offered to customers. In this layer we find a 

                                                        
19

 Note that cross-function user interfaces, such as business dashboards, are in fact elementary services of their 
own that retrieve data from other elementary services. 
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business process management system (BPMS) and a service mash-up platform (Mash) to 
support the two kinds of business service composition that we have discussed in 
Section 7.2. A database management system (DBMS) takes care of data management 
across elementary business services. The data is stored in the operational data store (ODS) 
managed by the DBMS. Note that the ODS contains only operational data directly related 
to the execution of business services and service compositions. 

9.3.4 The business model layer 

The business model layer (BM) supports the definition and control of business models. The 
automated tools found here form the basis for the agility of the business organization. A 
tactic decision support system (T-DSS) is used to explore the possibilities (also in 
quantitative ways) of new business models. A business dashboard is used to monitor the 
performance of business models implemented as service compositions, and adjust 
composition parameters where necessary. The dashboard has a user interface that is 
closely coupled to the concepts in service-dominant business models, as discussed in 
Chapter 6. New parameter values are communicated by the dashboard to the composition 
engines through the ESB. Both the T-DSS and the dashboard use data from a data 
warehouse (T-DW). This T-DW contains management data that is distilled from operational 
data in the ODS using a module with extraction and transformation logic (T-ETL). Also, data 
from external data sources (T-EDS) can be used. The T-DW contains historical information 
to support exploration of time series. 

9.3.5 The strategy layer 

The strategy (S) layer contains a strategic decision support system (S-DSS) to support 
decision making related to the evolution of the service-dominant business strategy as 
discussed in Chapter 4. To enable making quantitative analyses (such as strategic what-if 
analyses), the S-DSS uses data in a data warehouse at the strategic layer (S-DW). The S-DW 
is filled with data using an ETL module at the strategic layer (S-ETL). Also, data from 
external sources (S-EDS) can be used. Decisions made in the S-DSS influence the set of 
services in the BS layer (as illustrated before in Figure 10). This is not an automated 
coupling, however. Therefore, no interface is included in the reference architecture for 
this purpose. 

9.4 Levels of support 

As discussed for the information systems pyramid in Section 8.5, we can also have 
different levels of support in the platform pyramid, i.e., several situations where it comes 
to the number of levels of the pyramid covered. 

For the platform pyramid, the number of levels covered by actual systems is completely 
dependent on the number of levels covered in the information systems pyramid: they 
need to be the same (as illustrated in Figure 43 and Figure 44). If there is a level covered in 
the information systems pyramid, it requires a platform to run on (even if the covering in 
the information systems pyramid is not highly automated, it typically requires general 
purpose automated tools). Having a level covered in the platform pyramid that has no 
counterpart in the information systems pyramid is (obviously) a waste.  
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Figure 43: one and two levels of the pyramid supported 

 

Figure 44: three and all four levels of the pyramid supported 

Note that in the BASE-X approach, full support in the platform pyramid is not a cost center 
to a business organization, but rather an opportunity center: IT platforms enable the agile, 
service-dominant way of business. In other words: IT platforms enable profitability of an 
organization. 
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10 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we conclude this document. We first summarize the essence of the BASE/X 
approach described in this document. Then, we show that the approach consists of two 
main aspects: method and tools. We end with acknowledgments of all the people who 
have contributed in one way or the other to the contents of this document. 

10.1 Summarizing the essence of the approach 

This document describes the BASE/X approach for the design of business following the 
service-dominant logic [Lusch07]. An overview of the main elements of this approach is 
shown in Figure 45. 

 

Figure 45: overview of main elements of approach 

Value-in-use is the first main ingredient of service-dominant business: don’t think in terms 
of resources (assets), but think about what the added value is of the use of these 
resources. Thinking in terms of value-in-use completely changes thinking about concepts 
like asset ownership or asset location. Becoming really service dominant requires a radical 
shift in business paradigm – where extreme thinking may set interesting new horizons and 
incremental thinking may only slowly move asset-orientation. 

Agility is the second main ingredient of service-dominant business. On the one hand, 
service-dominant markets require higher levels of agility to survive (as their products are 
more ‘fluid’). On the other hand, agility brings new advantages by itself: “agile 
organizations realize higher margins on their goods and services by taking advantage of 
market opportunities” [CapG12]. 
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Business networks form the third ingredient of service-dominant business. As complexity 
of products (services) grows and market competition increases, companies are forced to 
rely on possibly large networks of other companies to deliver their market offering – a 
development that we have already observed in non-service-dominant markets leading to 
concepts like instant virtual enterprises [Meha10] or even plug-and-play factories 
[Schul12]. Obviously, companies that see networking as an opportunity instead of a 
necessity may gain substantial advantage here. 

10.2 The two main aspects of the approach 

The BASE/X approach presented in this document describes a well-structured way to 
address the analysis and design of service-dominant business. Note that the approach 
consists of two main aspects. 

In the first place, there is the conceptual aspect. This aspect defines the way of analyzing 
and designing, separating strategic from tactical concerns. This is abstractly illustrated in 
Figure 6. This conceptual way of thinking is based on the concept model described in 
Figure 14 (and further extensions). This aspect of the approach be considered the 
methodological part of the approach: it describes in which order things can (or should) be 
addressed. 

In the second place, there is the tooling aspect. This aspect defines tools that can be used 
in analyzing and designing. Tools can be used for filling in the four layers in the conceptual 
pyramid framework and for mappings between these layers. Tools are specification 
techniques, such as the Service-Dominant Strategy Canvas or the Service-Dominant 
Business Model Radar, or design aids such as the Business Service Criteria table. 

The tools presented in this document have been designed to fit in well with the 
methodological aspect of the approach. They are, however, certainly not (yet) complete 
and certainly also not the only possible choice – there may be alternatives for several of 
the tools presented. 

10.3 The added value of BASE/X 

The ‘added value’ in practice of the BASE/X approach described in this document can be 
found in the following main aspects: 

1. BASE/X has two main ingredients of modern business at its very core: service-
orientation and networked business. These ingredients are not elements ‘that 
should also be taken into consideration’, but are essential starting points. Correct 
use of the approach in practice will hence lead to automatic adaptation of these 
two main ingredients in business design and operation. 

2. BASE/X explicitly addresses the complexity of service-dominant business. Service-
dominant business design is not a simple issue. If it would be, it would be easy to 
replicate and hence never be a unique selling point in a market. The approach 
does, however, provide a basis for well-structured management of this complexity 
by adopting an engineering approach to business design (in contrast to other 
approaches that have a focus on idea generation only). 
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3. BASE/X explicitly separates the more stable (business strategy and business 
services, which evolve) from the more volatile (business models and service 
compositions, which revolve). This provides a separation of concerns that 
addresses the complexity mentioned above and greatly adds to the agility of an 
enterprise. 

4. BASE/X explicitly addresses the fact that a one-shot design of a new business 
model ‘doesn’t cut it’ in modern markets to survive as a company: the power of 
modern business is not in a change, but in the ability to keep adapting to changing 
circumstances (as reflected in the cycles in Figure 7). Given a stable context (the 
bread of the sandwich), business model design and implementation is a continuous 
process (the fillings of the sandwich). The latter can be performed relatively light-
weight (ultimately leading to plug-and-play business design), allowing for short 
times-to-market for new business models. 

5. BASE/X explicitly decouples business design from the design of business support 
(be it in organizational processes or automated systems) and the underlying 
platforms. This is clearly reflected by the separation of concerns in the three-
pyramid model (Figure 41). This strongly adds to the agility of business and its 
support. 
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12 Appendix A: 
From in-house to integrator-only 

In this appendix, we take a closer look to the distribution of services over multiple 
organizations. First, we take this look from the perspective of one organization, i.e., the 
internal versus external services issue. Then, we see how this issue can give rise to splitting 
up an organization based on business strategies. 

12.1 In-house versus integrator-only 

In realizing business compositions from underlying business services, we can decide which 
part of these services is implemented internally and which part externally. In this paper, 
we have seen a case in Figure 13, in which part of the business functions is external. This 
case is an intermediate point in the spectrum from complete internal to completely 
external, as illustrated in Figure 46. 

                 

 

       

Figure 46: in-house (top-left) to integrator-only (bottom-right) spectrum 

The situation in which all business services are implemented internally, we call In-House. 
This scenario can allow a high level of adaptation of the services to the requirements of 
the company, but typically at high cost, low speed and with little flexibility. This actually is 
quite a traditional way of looking at business, in which the distinctive value of the 
organization is derived from the qualities of the competences encapsulated by the 
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business services. We may find this in domains where the competences are highly asset-
based. 

The situation in which all business services are implemented externally, we call Integrator-
Only [Gref10]. In this situation, the organization has no elementary business services of its 
own. This scenario can allow a high level of agility at low cost and high speed. The 
downside is that business is not based on hard-to-copy assets, and hence may be easily 
replicable – the distinctive value of the organization is derived from its ability to swiftly 
design and implement unique service compositions. This is an extreme e-business 
scenario. One step further is the business scenario where a business organization does not 
even implement specific business scenarios as an orchestrator only, but offers a service-
dominant platform in which third parties can do this – and hence becomes a meta-
orchestrator (this is reflected in the ideas behind the SerVestMent business model 
[Lüft10]). 

12.2 Splitting up an organization  

A hybrid business approach may be obtained by splitting an organization into two (or more 
parts) based on the business paradigm. One part is the traditional, not-so-agile In-House 
part, the other the very agile Integrator-Only part. This is illustrated in Figure 47. 

 

Figure 47: splitting an organization based on business paradigms 

The In-House part is relatively stable and focuses on the elementary business services, on 
which it can build one or a few traditional business models. Hence, it is service-heavy and 
strategy-light. The Integrator-Only part uses business services of the In-House part 
(bottom-left in the figure) plus services from one or more third parties (bottom-right in the 
figure). It is service-light and strategy-heavy to reach the required agility. 

This business split paradigm allows a business-wise separation of concerns. Each 
organization can focus on its own strengths, implemented in – among other things – its 
business culture and its physical rooting. This is comparable to the concept of ‘unbundling 
a corporation’ [Oste10], which advocates splitting up a business organization with a hybrid 
business model into several organizations. This can be done according to the 
‘fundamental’ types of business models: customer relationship business, product 
innovation business, and infrastructure business [Oste10]. The split we have discussed 
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above coincides more or less with infrastructure business on the one side (left-hand side in 
Figure 47) and customer relationship/product innovation business on the other side (right-
hand side in the figure). Note, however, that in the service-dominant approach advocated 
in this document, business splits are not necessarily based on the three mentioned 
business types, but are based on the existence of multiple business strategies (where 
multiple strategies can in principle be related to the same business type). 
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13 Appendix B: 
Realizing services in a hierarchical way 

In this appendix, we take a short look at realizing business services in a hierarchical way. 
We first present the concept, then apply it to the TraXP case. 

13.1 A stratified service organization 

Elementary business services can be realized using the functionality of smaller services, 
which we call building block services (BBSs). Doing so, we use the principle of modularity to 
achieve maintainability, standardization and reuse of service functionality. 

Building block service do not have external business semantics by themselves, they only 
contribute to creating external business semantics. Hence, using building block service is in 
the domain of (intra-organizational) service engineering, not (inter-organizational) 
business engineering. 

Multi-layer structures of building block services are possible too in complex application 
domains, where larger building block services are realized using the functionality of 
smaller building block services. This approach leads to stratified (strictly layered) building 
block service organization. 

13.2 TraXP 

We can see an example in the use of building block services in the TraXP case. The 
elementary business service Generate Travel Guide is realized on the basis of the 
functionality of three building block services: Retrieve Content Element, Compose Content 
Elements, and Generate Document Layout. This is illustrated in Figure 48. 
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Figure 48: business service constructed from building block services 
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14 Appendix C: 
Sandwich in a BOAT? 

In this appendix, we discuss the relation between the Sandwich framework described in 
this document and the BOAT framework [Gref10]. Both approaches aim at providing a 
clear structure to analyze or design complex e-business scenarios. 

14.1 The BOAT framework 

BOAT is a framework for structured analysis and design of e-business scenarios [Gref10]. 
The BOAT framework consists of four aspects (the first letters of which make the acronym 
BOAT): 

Business (B): The business aspect describes the business goals of e-business. As such it 
answers the question why a specific e-business scenario exists or should exist or 
what should be reached. Topics can be access to new markets, reorientation of 
interaction with customers, leverage of efficiency levels, etcetera. 

Organization (O): the organization aspect describes how organizations are structured and 
connected to achieve the goals defined in the B aspect. Organization structures, 
business processes and business functions are the main ingredients here. 

Architecture (A): the architecture aspect covers the conceptual structure (i.e., the 
architecture) of automated information systems required to make the organizations 
defined in the O aspect work. As such, it describes how automated systems support 
the involved organizations in a conceptual way. 

Technology (T): the technology aspect describes the technological realization of the 
systems of which the architecture is specified in the A aspect. In other words, the T 
aspect describes from what ingredients an e-business system is built. The T aspect 
covers the concrete ingredients from information and communication technology, 
including software, languages, communication protocols, and hardware where 
relevant. 

14.2 Mapping the sandwich approach to BOAT 

We map the BOAT framework to the most complete, high-level diagram of the Sandwich 
framework, which is the tri-pyramid model of Figure 41. The mapping is illustrated in 
Figure 49 and explained below. 
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Figure 49: the BOAT framework mapped to the Sandwich tri-pyramid model 

BOAT includes the Business (B) aspect, which is comparable to the Business Model layer of 
the Business Pyramid of the Sandwich framework. BOAT does, however, not explicitly 
distinguish a Strategy aspect. Hence, elements related to business strategy (e.g. in terms of 
business drivers) are implicitly included in the BOAT B aspect. Hence, we map the BOAT B 
aspect to the top two layers of the Business pyramid. 

The BOAT Organization (O) aspect describes how business models are implemented 
without referencing technology. From an abstract point of view, this coincides with both 
the Service Composition and the Business Services layers of the Business pyramid. From a 
realization point of view, this coincides with business processes in the Information System 
pyramid. Hence, we map the BOAT O aspect to the two bottom layers of the Business 
pyramid and to the Information System pyramid. 

The BOAT Architecture (A) aspect describes the application architecture of an e-business 
scenario. This is mapped to the complete Architecture pyramid of the Sandwich approach. 

The BOAT Technology (T) aspect describes the information technologies used to embody 
application systems. This coincides with the complete Platform pyramid of the Sandwich 
approach. 

14.3 Using the BOAT business model classification tool 

The BOAT framework includes a business model classification tool for electronic business 
[Gref10]. As service-dominant business models are often highly oriented towards 
electronic business, we can use this tool here as well to analyze a business model or 
compare business models. 

The tool is shown in Table 8 with short explanations – for a complete description, the 
reader is referred to [Gref10]. The tool is applied to TraXP in the sequel of this section. 
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Business model summary 

Parties  Describes the kind of parties collaboration in a BM 

Objects   Describes the main object(s) traded in a BM 

Time Scope  Describes the level of dynamism of collaboration in a BM 

Drivers   Describes the basic reasons for a BM 

Chains   Describes the way business chains are altered by a BM 

Directions   Describes business directions used in a BM 

Structures   Describes basic collaboration patterns in a BM 

Table 8: BOAT business model classification tool 

14.4 TraXP 

In Table 9, we find the BOAT BM classification of two of the four TraXP business models 
(see Section 6.5). This classification gives a clear overview of the basic differences between 
these two business models. We give a short explanation below. 

Business model summary 

BM  TraXP/F TraXP/X 

Parties B2C B2B  

Objects  Electronic services Electronic services 

Time Scope Semi-Dynamic Static 

Drivers  Increasing reach Increasing richness 

Chains  Reintermediation Reintermediation 

Directions  Completely automated business Enhanced CRM 

Structures  Dynamic service outsourcing Dynamic service outsourcing 

Table 9: business model classification of TraXP/F and TraXP/X 

The two business models were designed for different customer profiles: /F for individual 
consumers (hence B2C) and /X for executive business travelers (who travel on corporate 
budget, hence a B2B classification). For /F, the time scope is dynamic as integration with 
customers is medium (there is customer profiling, but not very deep). For /X, the time 
scope is targeted at static through deep customer profiling to obtain customer retention. 

The main driver for the /F model is increasing reach: attracting more customers to 
increase exposure of TraXP in the market. The main driver for the /X model is increasing 
richness for executive customers. This illustrated in Figure 50. 
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Figure 50: R&R analysis for two TraXP business models (adapted from [Gref10]) 

Both business models are clear cases of reintermediation: TraXP inserts itself as a new link 
in existing business chains. In business directions, the /F business model focuses on 
efficiency through complete automation. The /X models focuses on enhanced customer 
relationship management (this goes with the increasing of richness). Both business models 
rely on the dynamic service outsourcing business structure (as also show in their business 
model radars, illustrated in Figure 27 and Figure 28). 
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